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Abstract 

This paper is focused on the Graphic User Interface of IDEA a consultation 

syst~~ designed to provide a user-friendly environment to comp~te and analyze 

stat1~t1cal data, and shows ho1~ Prolog and a set of extensions to this language 

prov1ded by the APPEAL environment, work together making it easy the de

velop of complex user interfaces. Here we refer to an application of this system 

in the epidemiological field. 

1 Introduction 

fD~A .is a decision .support system which allows a manager to compute and analyze 

st~t1st1cal data, whtch we call indicators, relative to its specific domain. IDEA anal

?sas sub-sy~tem concerns the formalization of methods and rules to support a correct 

mterpretat10n of the computed indicators. l DEA computi11g sub-system whose user 

int:rface description is tlae subj ect. of this paper, provides the user with 'an easy and 

un1form way to compute and report indicators based on data managed by heteroge

neous local and remote DBMS's. 

IDE~ c~mput.ing .system c.an be thought of as an interpreter who tries to put 

the appl1cat10n-d~mam world m touch with the physical database world. Using its 

knowl.ed~e IDEA ts able to understand a user request, specified using the application

domam Jargon, and to find one or more computational ways to solve a query. 

IDEA includes application-domain knowledge and technical knowledge about he~ 

erogeneous data organization and access methods. Its knowledge bases are modeled 
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according to the frames paradigm of knowledge representation [5]. A detailed descrip

tion of IDEA knowledge bases can be found in [9] . For our purposes, it is enough to 

know that they are implemented in SICStus objects, a standard library which provides 

an Objec~Oriented version of SICStus Prolog (2]. Physi cal queries to the databases 

are expressed in IDEA knowledge bases using LogicSQL [7], a database query language 

which allows to express complex SQL queries within a logical paradigm. 

The power of IDEA can be easily and completely exploited by the final user thanks 

to an intelligent graphic interface, through which the user can query the system and 

generate reports. 
The following paper describes IDEA user interface, which is implemented in AP

PEAL (3]. APPEAL is a programming environment built on top of SICStus Prolog, 

which put at programmer's disposal full access to the functionalities of the X-Window 

System at the toolki t level (10] by using a Prolog integrated language called Widget 

Description Language (WDL) . WDL provides a declarative way of specifying and 

manipulating widgets, associating the execution of Prolog code to relevant interac

tion events. For IDEA project we choose the OSF Motif toolkit [4], which bas become 

a standard for Unix GUI applications. 

IDEA User Interface can be considered an example of how Prolog's computational 

model is suitable to satisfy different programming requirements for the interface im

plementation . Specifically, we needed a programming language with graphical capa

bilities, parsing capabilities, suitable for knowledge representation and which could 

be profitably used as database query language. We found in the logic paradigm 

all these potentialities: Prolog augmented with extensions such as DCG, SICStus 

objects, WDL and LogicSQL proved to be a very powerful, flexible and uniform pro

gramming language. This made the problems posed by IDEA 's User Interface design 

and implementation easy to solve. 
l DEA User Interface consists of the Query Editor, the Output Interface and the 

Visualization Package. The user can query the system by using the Query Editor. 

By using the Output Interface, he can select. the desired output type and data orga

nization and he can call tools of the Visualization Package to map the query results 

on the screen . 
Even though IDEA 's interface was designed as a set of general, domain-independent 

tools, throughout this paper we will refer to one of the current IDEA's applications: 

the computation and analysis of epidemiological indicators. 

Epidemiology is a science which tries to plan governmental health activities on 

the base of selected statistical information about population, mortality, diseases etc. 

Such pieces of information are called epidemiological indicators and are the result of a 

calculus that involves one or more variables. Example of an epidemiological indicator 

is the mortality rate. 
A variable is a relevant epidemiological entity, like population or mortality, whose 

value can be directly computed from database data. Variable and indicator values are 

constrained by some parameters, like sex, age or place, called attributes. Furthermore, 

attribute values can belong to different. granularities. An attribute granularity is the 

level of description of·an attribute value. For example, a correct value of the attribute 

place for the granularity nation is I taly. From the computational point of view 
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a variable or an indicator can be seen as a function with attributes as independent variables. 

The paper is organized as follows: the following section gives a description of 
the User Interface features we wanted to achieve in IDEA. Section 3 and 4 describe 
respectively IDEA Query Interface and some of its implementation issues. Section 
5 describes IDEA Visualization Package, while the Output Interface is the section 6 
topic. Conclusions and future works are considered in the last section. 

2 IDEA User Interface R equirements 
In the development of IDEA's project , we paid special attention to the user interface 
since a system like IDEA, which will be used in application fields where people have 
no information technology skills, depends dramatically on the quality of the user 
in terface. More precisely, the user should be able to use the interface even without 
a training. This is possible if the interface is self explanatory and guides the user in 
his interaction with the system. In this way, inconsistent user-interface configurations are avoided. 

The main IDEA's User Interface aim is to allow a completJ access to the system 
functionalities in the easiest way. Graphic windowed systems are the best tools to 
achieve these goals. In particular, IDEA User Interface: 

speaks the user jargon: all the output messages tbe user can read from the User 
Interface panels or enter in the system belong to the application-domain jargon. 
Information Technology terms are avoided. For instance, diseases are often 
identified with a numeric code, but the user can enter the disease description, 
not the code. If the user does not know correct values, they can be requested to the system. 

does not bother with useless questions: IDEA User Interface solves, when 
possible, input or computational ambiguities by asking the internal knowledge bases, not the user. 

is propositive, not inquisitive: the interface drives the user towards a query 
solution. Thus, each time informations are requested to the user, the interface 
explains what the system is doing and proposes possible alternatives among 
which the user can choose. For example, when IDEA can solve a query by using 
alternative sets of databases, the User Interface displays the possible database 
set names once at a time for user's approval. 

is u ser enor-proof: several interactive helping tools are provided by IDEA User 
Interface to reduce error probability. Anyway, if an error occurs, a detailed 
explanation message helps the user to rapidly understand which specification 
must be corrected. IDEA does a knowledge based syntactical and semantic&) 
check control of the entered specification. 
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Figure 1: A Query Editor instance and an ID EA's Browser 

From the technical and implementat.ive points of view, IDEA's code of the ~ser 
Interface is completely general, i.e. it does not depend ~~ the kno,~ledge domam ~f 
IDEA's application. The application domain configurab1ltty of the mterface tools IS 
achieved by using IDEA knowledge bases. 

3 A description of IDEA Query Interface 
B selecting an appropriate button of the IDEA main panel , an Indicator Browser (s~ figure 1) is mapped on the screen. The Indicator Browser offers a tree shaped 
representation of the.computable-object names. The user can move ~he cursor ;n t~n 
ob · ect label and choose, by means of a popup menu , the quer~ opt.aon to rna e . e ~ery Editor appear (see figure 1). The Query Editor. instan~e 1s b~alt by consultmg ~EA knowledge bases· and , according to the informat.!on retne~ed , IS se~ to a default 
configuration. It looks like a ~artiall~ filled input wmd~w wha~h prov1des the user 
with indicator related informataon . IL IS made of two mam areas. 
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the entry area: 
Thls part looks like a form which can be filled by the user. An entry field, 1 granularity label, a granularita (granularities) button, and a valori (valuN) button are associated with each indicator attribute. Selecting the Interroaa {Query) option and leaving the attribute input fields unfilled, the most general computation is performed, i.e. IDEA will compute an indicator value for tl\<'h different combination of attribute values available for the selected granularity. The Input fi elds allow the user to specify constraints on attribute values. Su<'h constraints can reduce the number of computed tuples or can aggregate partial results in different ways. Selecting the granularita button, the user can see all the correct granularities for an attribute in a list widget and can switch to 1 different granularity with respect to the one shown in the granularity label. The selection of the valori button makes visible, in a list widget, all the possible values of an attribute granularity. The user can put values in the entry field hy simply selecting values with the mouse and clicking the appropriate button. Furthermore, the user can specify complex attribute constraint configuration• by using a simple syntax. For example, he can write Bologna, Modena, Bologna+Modena in the place entry fi eld and 1990 in the time entry field, In thls case, the indicator computation will produce three tuples representina the oldness index in the year 1990 for Bologna, Modena, Bologna and Modena together. 

the user/system interaction part: This part, activated when the user runs an indicator computation, manages the conversation between the user and the system. It is made of an output text area where the system reports error messages, correction hints, computationl\l information , solution proposals, etc., and of a couple of buttons by selecting one of them the user can accept or refuse the system proposals. 

4 Implementation Issues of IDEA Query Interface Using the functionalit ies of the Widget Description Language it was very easy to realize the graphic object (widgets) structures of the Query Interface. In WDL, a hierarchy of widgets can be described as a single Prolog term for the predicate vidget/2, called Widget Structure Description Term (WSDT). To show the expressiveness and 
compactness of WDL, let's us consider the following code fragment implementing thn Query Editor's main widget: 

shell vidget InsPoi.ntsqueryWidget(Id, IndName) :-Id • applicationShell/[input(true), vidth(SOO), ..• ] - ( x.MainWindov 
- [ xaRovColumn/(rovColumnType(aenu_bar)] - [ xmCascadeButton/[labelString('lnterroga•) , 

activat eCallback(g(query(Textld, IndName)))), xmCascadeButton/[labelString('Output•), ... ) . .. 

) 
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), 
InsPoint•xmFol'll, 
xmRovColumn 
- ( Textld • xmText/(heigh(100) • ••• ] • 

) 

xmPushButton/[labelString(•Si'), •.• ) , xmPushButton/[labelString('lo'), ••• ) 

). 
. . . /2. the atom shell and it means that 

The first argument of the predlc~te v~dTghet IS d argument allows the definition 
· t 1 el window w1dget e secon 

the widget 1S a op- ev . f. t nd output parameters. In our case, of the widget ~arne (queryWidgetli~n!t r':X~am: is an input parameter while Id is queryWidget ~s the name.of th: wiJ e~ identifier. Moreover, the second argument 
an output. vanable re~urn.mg t e rt~ n Point of this window structure, in our case 
defines the widget which. ts tl~e ln~e to P . t The insertion point can be used to 
the form widget whose 1 denl1fie~ ~~ Ins 0~0 · dynamically insert new widgets m.~de t~e f~rm. d composition of .the Query Editor The body of the WSDT d~sw esMt ~ sWtz~ adn w Two XmRowColumn and a b. h t · s a Mot1f Xm am m 0 

· Ro 
window w IC con am M . w· d 's children. The first Xm w-
XmForm widgets are defined~ X~ am . ~ ~~ top menu of the Query Editor. 
Column contains the button wtdget tmpl~me: •:g ·nebe executed when the button is To each button is associated a Prollog goa wt ··~s 7~e message area and the 'Si' • 'No' 
selected. The second XmRowCo umn con at 
buttons. . . . WDL were resented in [8] and they are not 

Widget programmmg techmqu~s 1.0 
h t ~ t out how the WDL Insertion f I . However It ts wort o pom . f tl 

subjects o t liS paper. . • I Q Editor at run time on the basts o te 
oint feature is used to customtze t le uery P . d · th IDEA knowledge bases. 

. 
information store . m e . fin d b two widgets: the general shell Widget we 

The Query Edttor form IS de e ~d t d fining all the graphic objects related 
described in the above example and al wQt ge eEd"Lor for an indicator or variable is 

'b d . Lion When t le uery I 
. . I 

to an attrt ute escnp · . 
5 >) is called. edidea/1 IS 1mp ~ t d the Predicate edidea ( <Ind~cator ame 

reques e , 
ment.ed as foiJows: 

edidea(IndName) :- . IndName), % WDL call 
shell vidget InsPoint=queryWldget(Id, assert(IndName, Id),% Prolog . 1. SICStus object s call IndName::attribute(Attr Name, GranMln), , G anMin) ~ WDL call 
InsPoint vidget attributeWidget(Aid, AttrName, r • 'fail. 

edidea(IndNaae) ·
retract(IndNaae, Id), ~ Prolog ~ APPEAL graphic procedure call Id vproc aap . ~ 

l l' the Query Editor shell widget and gets t le 
The first call ~o v i~get~~ reaTizles tl indicator Knowledge J3nsc is asked for 

Insertion Point Wltlg(ll adcnLutcr. len, lC 
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an indicator attribute name by sending the message attribute/2 to the SICStus ob
ject IndName. For each attribute, the call to InsPoint vidget attributeWidget/3 
realizes the opportune set of widgets inside the widget InsPoint. When no more 
attributes for IndName are found, the second edidea/1 clause is executed and the 
whole Query Editor window is mapped on the screen by calling the APPEAL graphic 
procedure map. 

The use of WDL programming techniques allows us to keep the Query Editor code 
independent from IDEA's specific application domain. 

The above code points out how the communication between the graphical interface 
and the IDEA knowledge bases is performed. In fact, IDEA knowledge bases are 
implemented in SICStus objects, while we prefered to encapsulate the whole user 
interface code in a single SICStus module. We did not implement the User Interface 
in SICStus objects because the syntax burden and the lack of an effective debugging 
tool would not be repaid by actual advantages. Anyhow, the flexjbility of the SICStus 
Prolog language al1ows us to send, when needed , messages to SICStus objects from 
the User Interface module by using the SICStus objects operator "::" for sending 
messages. · I 

An example of the computational power of mixing Prolog, WDL, SICStus objects, 
DCG and database commands within the Prolog computational model is represented 
by the following code which implements the query algorit.bm: 

query(QEid, IndName) :-
read_constraints(QEid, Constraints), 
parse_constraints(Constraints, Query), 
syntactic_check(Query), 
semantic_check(Query), 
assertz(query(QEid, Query)), 
fail. 

query(QEid, IndHame) :
retract(query(QEid, Query)), 
IndName ::Query, 
put_in_tmp_file(Query), 
fail. 

query(QEid, IndName) :
copy_to_ingres_rel(QEid), 
I. 

When the user selects the Interroga button of the Query Editor, the query/2 
predicate is called. QE!d is the identifier of the Query Editor text widget used 
by fDEA to communicate with the user and it is also taken as query identifier. 
read_constraints/2 uses APPEAL graphics primitives to read the attribute con
straints from the attribute entry fields. parse..constraints/1 calls a parser written 
in DCG which returns in backtracking a set of IDEA's queries, since a query expressed 
by using the Query Editor can correspond to several queries to the IDEA knowledge 
bases. syntactic..check/1 asks the IDEA knowledge bases for the correctness of 

----
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Figure 2: An Histogram instance and the Output Configuration Panel 

attribute values. If any value is not recognized by the system, syntactic..check/1 
fails sending messages to the Editor Message area. semantic_check/1 asks the. IDE~ 
knowledge bases for existing databases which can sati~fy the quer~ constramts, tf 
this is not the case alternative queries are proposed m backtrackmg to the user. 
assertz(query/2) ~serts the query in the internal Prolog datab~e. The query is 
not immediately computed since we prefer to complete the whole mput data .check
ing in order to avoid partial computations. By backtracking all IDEA's quenes are 
checked and asserted. . 

The second query/2 clause simply sends the query to the correct SICStus object 
for the computation. The resulting tuples are obtained by backtracking and are stored 
in a temporary file. . 

The third query/2 clause copies the resulting tuples in an INGRES relatiOn by 
using predicates of the Prologflngres [1] interface provided by APPEAL. 

5 The IDEA Visualization Package 

The Visualization Package was developed to support in an easy way the visuali~a.
tion of indicators and variables in tabular or graphical form. Though developed w1th 
the IDEA needs in mind, it is a general purpose package that can be used even to 
represent completely different sets of data. 
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As a first attempt, we evaluated the opportunity of interfacing Prolog with an existing public domain plotting package, such as GnuPlot (11) or PLPLOT [6]. This solution was discarded because these packages, while performing very well on the display of 20 and 3D functional or grid data, are very rudimentary in the representation of bar charts and offer no support at all for visualizing geographical maps or representing tables, while these types of output were mandatory in our project. For these reasons, we decided to develop the graphic tools required through the use . of WDL, the Widget Description Language,' previously introduced. The Visualization Package supports the following types of graphical output: spreadsheets (bidimensional tables); histograms (bar charts) and functions; pies; geographical maps. The graphical objects manipulaled by the Visualization Package are called diagram~. A diagram is contained in a graphical shell with a menu of selectable opera-tions. All the diagrams offer a standard set of operations or methods: they can be created, moved, resized, printed (PostScript) and destroyed. Certain diagrams also offer specific methods to configure their aspect, add graphic options, force the choice of a scale and so on. 
An empty diagram of a given type is created by calling the Prolog predicate vp.create/3: 

vp_create(+Title, 
+Type, 
-ID) 

Y. diagraa title (shell t itle) 
1. diagram type (•spreadsheet•, 'histograa• , • . • ) Y. diagram identifier 

There also exists a predicate vp.create/7 which gives more control on the created diagram and allows the user to install his own menus and menu-items on the diagram. Once created, the diagram must be filled with the data to be displayed. The predicate that does the display depends, in general, from the diagram type. The spreadsheets can be directly represented with a Motif row-column widget: this works well if the number of items in the spreadsheet does not. exceed one thousand or so. Bigger spreadsheets are represented in textual form. Histograms, functions and pies were implemented by using the APPEAL Picture Widget, a widget offering a set of drawing primitives. A geographical map is a very effective way to represent data that vary from place to place. This diagram can represent arbitrary geographical regions whose contours are expressed in the UTM ( Universal Ttansverse Mercator) cylindrical coordinate system. This diagram poses important efficiency problems, because the amount of data needed to correctly represent a region can be bigger than 1MB. The Prolog 1/0 primitives are just. too slow to manipulate such an amount of data each time. For this reason, and also to facilitate high-quality printing of the chart, we decided to directly implement t his diagram in PostScript. Contours data and PostScript procedures required for their interpretation are kept in a set of (fixed) files, while only the (variable) actual calls to the procedures are produced each time by the Prolog program. The subset of data and procedures needed for each specific display can be sent directly to the printer or to a special widget able to directly interpret PostScript code (the Ghostview widget) for a direct visualization. 
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Figure 3: A Map instance and IDEA's Map Panel 
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6 The Output Interface 
The rationale underlying the IDEA Output Interface design was to provide the user with ~ .sufficient variety of graphic visualization tools and with the possibility of orgaruzmg and selecting output data accordingly to its wishes. . A desirable feature of the Output Interface is the ability to display and compare d1fferent data representations and organizations without having to repeat the whole ~omp~t~tion of an indica.tor (variable). This means that the computational process ts split mto two phases: m the first phase the indicator (variable) is computed and the results produced are stored internally in a temporary lngres relation (see section 4). In the second phase such results can be organized and manipulated through the Output Interface in different ways. This mode of operation has the advantages that the computationally intensive phase (the first) is done only once, while different output forms can be produced with little additional cost. The user can select the desired output. type (histogram, pie, geographic map, . . . ) by means of an Output Configuration Panel (figure 2). The panel auto-configure itself according to the Knowledge Bases and the current content of ~he Query Editor. This assures that a default output for a given query always exists: the user can always press the Display button obtaining a meaningful visualization of the query values without the need of any further configuration. 

In general, however, the default output is too generic or undesirable for various reasons, and in this case the user may interact with the Configuration Panel in order to select another output type or organize the attribute values in a different way. The default ordering of the query attributes coincides with the extraction order of the tuples from DB tables: this can be easily changed through the Configuration Panel. The user can also sort the result values in ascending o descending order, discard values under or over a cut value and so on. 
The available ~DEA 's output types are those offered by the Visualization Package, that are tables, h1stograms (figure 2), functions, pies and geographical maps (figure ~). The configuration parameters needed by maps are very specific, requiring the Implementation of a particular Map Configuration Panel (figure 3). This Panel allows the user to choose the main geographic area that he wishes to display. He can also select interactively the number of color ranges that will appear in the map and the numeric thresholds for those ranges: all the areas having the value in the same range will be filled with the same color. The user can also force (and remove) the display of the names of the geographical entities, of the administrative boundaries, and so on. 

The output of phase 1 (computation of queries) was stored, in the first implementation of the system, in the internal Prolog database, by using the predicates recordajrecordz. This solution lead us into troubles, due to the size of the output, producing an unacceptable growth of the memory size allocated to the process. The solution was also unsatisfactory because most of the times the ordering and selection operation acting on stored values were necessarily done accessing the Prolog facts in sequential way. 
The solution to this problem was to store the results of the queries in temporary 
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files . We can directly call the Ingres copy routine that loads the file content into a database table: this operation is very fast and the problem of memory size is radically solved. The table can be now directly manipulated with LogicSQL to extract the required columns, order them, cut unwanted values in a simple and e~cient way .. The following code fragment shows how an operation of data ordermg and cutt.mg is done by the Output Interface: 

qi_query(Table, List) : -
recorded(Table, options(OrderittrList, Cut1, Cut2), _), laql(select List froa (Table) X LogicSQL call vhere (Table .value >• Cut1, Table.value • < Cut2) orderby [OrderAttrLiat]), 
display_output(List). 

First of all, qi..query retrieves Prolog facts storing the choices performe~ by the user in the Configuration Panel, then executes a LogicSQL q.uery for extractmg d~ta from the ]ngres temporary relation Table in the order spec1fied by Ord.erAttrL~st and cutting values under Cut1 and over Cut2. The output. par.ameter. Ll.St contams values returned by the LogicSQL query and is used by the pred1cate dl.splay...output that produces the graphical output selected b~ the user. . . . As the previous example shows, the Log•sSQL language IS structurally s1m1lar to SQL and allows to express SQL queries in a flex ible way: query parameters are expressed by logical variables that. can· be used both as in~ut or output parameters depending on whether they are instantiated or not at run-time. 

7 Conclusions and Future Works 
The design and implementat.ion of IDEA and its user interface was a major t~k . Chosing the most suitable programming paradigm and language was t~erefor~ lmportant. We needed a language, allowing u.s t~ easily impler:nent graphical objects, suitable for knowledge representation, by wh1ch 1t was easy to 1mplement languages to make user and system communicate, whose interaction with external D_BMS was well integrated in the language computational model. Prolog extended w1th some software engineering tools (DCG, WDL, Objects, ~gicSQL) ga~e us all these features and more as the possibility to implement the proJect through mcremental prototypes. Altho~gh satisfied of the final outcome, we are planning some improvements and extensions of the IDEA User Interface. A knowledge base graphic editor will ~llow the user to define complex views involving a set .or indicators ~hoS: va~ues w11l be djsplayed in a unique diagram. We plan also to 1mprove the V1s~ahzat10n Package to support more sophisticated output facilities such as multiple h1stograms a.nd 30 diagrams. 
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1 Intr oduction 

A _P~log interpret~r is based on the depth-frrst search of tbe Sl.D-tree. This may cause the nusstll:g of a s~lu~o.n when the_ proof is focused on an infinite branch. The problem of detecung _any mfm1te branch m an SLD-tree is obviously undecidable, as the logic programmmg has the full power of recursion theory. An approach attempting to solve this ~roblem consis~s in m~ifying the_ computation process by adding a capability of pruning, t .e., at some pomt the mterpreter IS forced to stop its search through a certain part of the SLD-tree [2,3]. This is obtained by adding to interpreter a mechanism that is called loop check, as it is based on excluding some kinds of repetitions in the SLD-derivalions. The purpose of a loop check is to reduce the search space for top-down interpreters in order to obtain a finite search-space, without loss of results of the refutation process. Thus, the ~mJ?leteness pr?pe~y of a loop check concerns with the capability of pruning every mftrute SLD-den vauon. In contrast, the soundness property of a loop check is concerned with the preservation of the results (successful, computed answer substitution). Some sound loop checks which are proved complete for some classes of logic programs can be found in literature [2, 3, 6). 
In this paper we present bow some loop checks can be embedded in a Prolog interpreter thanks to lhe "Sleepers", a high level control mechanism whicb allows to handle in a simple and practical way the history of computation [8]. 
The _aim of this pa~r is to demonstrate bow it is possible to implement a complete P~olog mterpre_ter that ts able to detect and manage several loop checking mechanisms, wtthout affecung the high expressiveness and efficiency of the underlying Prolog interpreter. Indeed, all the choices at the basis of the implementation of the interpreter, e.g., lhe memory and control flow management, are not modified or influenced by the loop check handling. 

The paper is organized as follows. First a synthesis of the loop checking technique is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we briefly discuss our software-oriented strategy which allows to solve in a high level fashion the implementation problems which occur when a Prolog interpreter is augmented with a loop checking mechanism. Implementation details of the Prolog interpreter are provided in Section 4. Loop checks implementations are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6. An important optimization is briefly explained in Section 7. Conclusion and future works of Section 8 close the paper. 

2 Loop Checks 

In the paper lhe basic logic programming terminology is used as described in [1, 7]. In particular, the pre-ordering $ (more general than) on the substitutions is sucb lhat for two substitutions o and 1:, o $ 't iff there exists a substitution p such that op = 't (E will denote the empty substitution). For two expressions E and F, we write E $ F (F is less genera/than E) when F is an instance of E , i.e., there exists a substitution p such that Ep = F. The notation G ==>c ,e G' represents an Sill-derivation step from a goal G to a goal G' using a clause C and an mgu 9. Given a logic program P and a goal G0 , D =(Go ==>c
0

,
90 

G1 ==> ... ) is an SLD-derivation of Pu {G0 }. As usual the goals G0, G1, ••• 
are called resolvents. When one of the resolvents Gn is empty (Gn = tt) it is lhe last negative clause of the derivation. Such a derivation is then called an SLD-refutatiott (or a 
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successful SW-derivation), the composition ofmgu's 9o9t···9n·l restricted to the varia~les of Go is the computed answer substitution. and 101 stands for the length of the refutauon, i.e., lbe number of derivation steps. 
In this section some definitions and results about loop checking are recalled. as they are presented in [2, 3]. A loop check is defined as a ~t of S~-derivati~ns that are pruned exactly at their last node. More formally, the followmg definiuons are gtven: 

Definition 2.1. Let L be a set of SLD-derivations. RemSub(L) = {De L I L does not contain a proper initial subderivation ofD}. Lis subderivationfree ifL = RemSub(L). 0 

Definition 2 .2 . A simple loop check is a computable set L of ftnite SLD-derivations such that Lis subderivation free and closed under variants. 0 

Definition 2.3. A loop check is a computable function L from programs to sets of SLD-derivations such that for every program P, L(P) is a simple loop check. 0 

Definition 2.4. Let L be a loop check. An SLD-derivation D of P u { G} is pruned by L if L(P) contains a subderivation D' of D. 0 

The second condition in Defmition 2.2 ensures that the choice of the names of variables in the input clauses in an SLD-derivation does not influence its pruning. Note that a simple loop check can be seen as a loop check, namely as a constant function. Thus _a loop che~k is called simple when its behaviour does not depend on the program the mterprete! IS confronted with. The set of SLD-derivations L(P) in Definition 2.4 can be extended m a canonical way to a function fL(P) from SLD-trees to SLD-trees by pruning in an SLD-tree the nodes in { G I the SLD-deri vation from the root to G is in L(P)}. The basic properties of a loop check are soundness and completeness. The property of soundness is concerned with the preservation of lhe results (successful, computed answer substitution). In contrast, the completeness concerns with the pruning of every infinite SLD-derivation. More formally, we have the following definitions. 

Definition 2.5. 
i) A loop check L is weakly sound if for every program P,. goal G and SLD-tree T of p v { G}: if T contains a successful branch, then fL(P) (1) con tams a successful branch. ii) A loop check L is sound if for every ~rogram P, goal G and S_LD_-tree T of p v { G}: if T contains a successful branch w1th computed answer ~ub~utuu?n o, then fL(P)(T) contains a successful branch witb a computed answer subsutuuon a sucb that Go'$Go. 
iii) A loop check L is shortening if for every program P, goal G and ~Ll~-tree T of p u { G}: if T contains a successful branch D with computed answer s~bs_utuuon o , then either f > (T) contains D or fL<P) (T) contains a successful branch D w1th a computed answer ~bslitution o' sucb that Go'$ Go and ID'I < IDI. 0 
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~;~~ition 2.6. A loop check L is complete if every infinite SLD·derivation is pruned 

Q 

Since logic programs are computational] c 1 . 
recursive functions, and since a loop cheJ i~mp ete, Jbe., they have the same power as 
cannot be complete for all programs In (2] .

1 
comp~ta Ie, any weakly sound loop check 

loop check cannot be complete for all fu. ncu·onl frewas . s own that any wealdy sound simple - e programs . 
. ~n th~ follow~g, two simple loop checks and some their variant~ are recalled from 2 

WI lherr respective soundness and completeness properties In the SLD d . . [ ], 
~an be regarded as lists, so !.bat bolh lhe number . - enva!lons, goals 

~~p~~~i!~ ~~3. (subsumption) relation b~~e:e g~~~rr~!~:r~n~~ ~~ ~~:~~ 

Definition 2.7. (Equality Checks fo G al ) E 1 the set of SLD-derivat.ions r o s qua s Variant/Instance of GoalL check is 

EVG/EIGL = RemSub({D 1 D = (G => G => G 
o Co,eo J ... => k-1 =>ck_ , le~:.J Gk) 

such .that for. some i, 0 s; i < k, there is a 
renaoung/subsutution 't such lbat G~: = L G(t }). Q 

Definition 2.8. (Subsumption Checks f< G al ) Th 
Goal/.. check is lbe set of SLD·derivation~r o s e Subsumption Varianlllnstance of 

SVG/SIGL = RemSub((D 1 D = (G => G G 
o Co,eo 1 => ... => k-1 =>~- t.ek-1 Gk) 

such that for some i, 0 s; i < k there is a 
renaming/substitution 't such !.bat O.'t c 'a }) Q 

I -L k • 

~~~ii~~: !!·o~~!~~r~~~~~ ~or Resultants) Equals Variant/Instance of Reiultant1.. 

EVR/EIRt = Rem Sub( {D 1 D = (G => G => G 
o Co.&o I ... => k·l =>c"_,.ek-1 G") 

such lhat for some i, 0 5 i < k there is a 
renaming/substitution 't such lbat ' 

G~:=LG(t andGoeoe, ... e".,=GoeaeJ ... ej.J't}). Q 

De~inition 2.10. (Subsumplion Checks for Resultants) T 
Vanant/lnsrance of Resultant/.. check is lhe set of Sill-derivations he Subs umpt ion 

SVR/SfRL = RemSub({D , D =(Go =>c 
9 

o
1 

=> ... =>G => G ) 
o· o t-J ct-t•ek-1 " 

such lhat for some i, o s; i < k there is a 
renaming/substitution t such !.bat • 

Gj't ~ L Gt and Gaeae, ... ek-1 = Oo9oe, ... ej.J't)). a 
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Theorem 2.1. (Soundness) The equality and subsumption checks for resultants are 
shortening and lberefore sound a 

In [2, 3] lhree subclasses of programs have been identified and some completeness 
properties of the above loop checks were proved. 

Subsumption checks are based on the inclusion of goals. Consequently, lhey are 
stronger lhan equality checks. However, equality checks are computationally more efficient. 
More~lVer, in [6] it has been shown that Equality checks, when it is combined wilb a sound 
and complete modification of tbe SLD resolution (based on elimination of redundant 
atoms), is complete for the same classes of programs for which lbe Subsumption checks 
are. 

In lhe paper, an implementation of the equality checks is presented. Such 
implementation benefits of the facilities provided by lhe PROLOG inLCJllreter tba t is taken 
into account. Indeed. it exploits an high level control mechanism (Sleepers) [8] lbat allows 
to handle in a simple and practicaJ way lhe history of !.be computation and makes possible 
an efficient implementation of the loop checking technique. 

It is worth noting that tbe loop checks, given in lbe above definitions, compare every 
goal with every ancestor of it Thus, the number of comparisons performed is quadratic in 
lbe nllDlber of generated goals. As a consequence such interpreter may be not very useful in 
pralice, since it spends more time in loop checking lhan in generating new goals. A 
technique (triangular loop check), which is able to reduce lbe number of comparisons while 
preserving !.be soundness and lhe completeness of lhe loop checks, is provided in [3) . 
According such a strategy, two goals Gi and G1c are compared if and only if i < k and i, k 

are triangular numbers. A number d is called triangular if~ 1 +8d is an integer. The 
number of comparisons performed by a triangular loop check is linear in the number of 
generated goals. In Section 7 lbe implementation of triangular loop check is considered. 

3 'The Sleepers 

Sleepers technique is a general, software-oriented approach, wbicb provides the possibility 
to have complete access to low level structures of the host language. This important 
benefit is offered wilbout giving up a high level programming style. This feature is a 
concrete aid to design. implement, and maintain complex software systems. The generality 
of lhe mechanism has been proved by several programming languages (Pascal, C, 
Common Lisp, Prolog) which lbe sleeper mechanism bas been successfully embedded. Tbe 
functionality of the mechanism bas been tested during lbe realization of different softwares, 
such as programming envimnment [9], fast compilers [10], multi-paradigms programming 
language frameworks ·[ll], constraint resolution systems [4]. In lhis section we try to give 
a fresh look of lhis mechanism, reminding the reader to [10] for a more complete 
discussion. The code fragments illustrated in lbis paper, refer to a C-like implementation of 
tbe sleepers. 

Tbe concept at !.be basis of lbe sleeper can be so synlheli.zed. During lbe execution of a 
program, lbere exist a number of suspended, but active, sub-programs (function, procedure, 
predicates, etc.) calls of a running program. This situation occurs very frequently (recursive 
calls, called-caller couple, etc.) and provokes the "frcc1.ing" of the contexts crcnt.cd for each 
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of the suspended calls. Sleepers are chunks of code associated with a suspended context. This code remains sleeping, until a specific stimulus occurs. In such situation, the sleeper is awakened, independently from the sub-program that remains inactive in the run-time stack. Once awakened, the sleeper has reading/writing facul ties in the environment created for lhe corresponding sub-programs. We report in tbe next paragraph the basic constructs that will be used in our discussion. 

Some Basic Constructs 

scripto f sleeper- name i s s~ript-name(par-list ){ <statement>• 
scr ipto f associates the script script- name with the sleeper sleeper-name. A script is skilled to accompUsh a particular task in the related context. Several scripts may be introduced for each context by means of different labels. The bridge between the past and the future of a computation is given by the binding of the parameters provided by the process that awakes the instances of sleepers, and the arguments present in the context created at the execution of tbe scriptof declaration. When in the body of a script we invoke the awakening of tbe actual sleeper we activate the previous (considerlng the creation time) sleeper present in the computation history; otherwise the control returns to the statement which follows the awakening statement (the alarm construct introduced herein after). 

i n t roduc e script-name [,script-name]* during <statement> 
introduce creates a new instance of the sleeper into tbe current context. 

a larm( s leepe r-name,arg*) 

alarm performs the awakening of sleepers. The argument(s) arg* are passed to the selected instance. 

The ala rm execmed in the current context switches the control in a previous block in which we inserted the sleeper. Several kinds of alarm-based consuuct are available. In the next figure we depict the difference of behaviour between the "standard" alarm and the a l armTOS, a variation of the above-defined construct 

Alarm(A ... ) D 
• 
• 

D • 
• ,,.. .......... 0.-...... l""(i)l 

.te:epu A ~ 

• • 
~o 

• 

• 
Q 

Wben we execute an atarmTOS form, the search of the sleeper to awake Starts from the last contexts, the youngest one present from the top of the mn-time stack. 
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4 A Sleeper-Based Prolog System 

In [10] it is shown how it is possible to implement a comple';C and efficien~ P~olog syste~ ( interpreter and compiler) thanks to the sleeper mecharusm. The b~tc tdea of ~s implementation, is to merge the main Prolog resource, the local stack, mto the r~n-~e stack of the bost language. All the main activities of a Prolog evaluator arc embodied m a unique function , evaluate, sketched in the next code. 

evaluate(tobjec t • goa l, t object *env- goal ) 
tobject *current-goa l , *env-c urrent-goal, -· 
tstatus status; 
s criptof Backtrack is Down(} 
s criptof Continuat ion i s Op( ) 
s criptof Trail i s Save( ... ) 

( ... } 
( ... ) 

... ) 

if null (goal) alarm(Cont inuation) ; I* a terminal point */ current - goal= The-current- goal(goal, env-goal); 
swi tch (type_goal(current-g oal)) ( 

) ) 

case built-in? : .-; 
case prolog-r? : 

e nv-current-goal = The-env-current-goal(goal, env- goal) ; 
initia lize (a fte r - unif-env, trailed, ... ) : 
available- rules = set- rules (current- goal); 

RESTART : 
introduce Save during 
status=unify (available-rules, after- unif-e nv 

curre nt-goal , e nv- c urrent-goal , current- age) ; 
switch (type_unif (status )) ( 

case fail : alarm(Backtrack); /* backtrack */ 
case choice-point : /* a choice point CP*/ 

introduce Down, Save, Op during 
e valuate(body(s t atus) , after-unif- env}; 

defaul t : introduce Op during / * not a CP * / 
evaluate (body(status),after-unif- env) ; ) 

The sequence of contexts created to tb~ call of a valuate .corresponds to a Prolog computation history, which is managed m a ~sparent an~ sllllple way by the ~leeper entjties. The mentality to adopt in order to budd a sleeper-~nented Prolog system IS very simple. The context of evaluate provides all the resources lDlpo~t to ~andle the p~oof (some of these data are the list of the goals to prove, the trrul·ed· vanables, the local environment, etc.) whereas the control activities are shared by spectalized sleepers, such as tbe sleepers Continuation, Backtrack, Trail. For each created Prolog con~e~~ ~e allocate resources necessary for the demonstration. These ones are introduced and mtUaltzed. by the fu nction in it i a 1 i z e. The unification of the current goal takes ~laces l?Y calhng the function unify. Among its arguments we note: the current goal, 1ts ~nv!f?nment, the available rules, the age of the current agent and the environment of the umficauon process. The execution of this function modifies these resources and prepares the next of the 
demonstration. . Then we analyze the state of the unification. Three possible situations are examined: 
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•unHication failed: we backtrack to the previous choice block. This task is performed 
by the specialized sleeper back track. 
•unification succeeded (non deterministic state): the related parasites are introduced 
and the forward process goes on. 
•unification succeeded (deterministic state): only an instance of the sleeper 
Continuation is introduced and lhe forward process goes on. 

Here foUows a brief description of some of the most significant sleepers. 
Continuation. We insert this sleeper each time that there exist goals following the 
demonstration of the current atom. 
Ir.ail. Giving an intuitive idea, the existence in tbe evaluate contexts of such 
sleepers is equivalent to the existence of several local trail-based structures. 
Backtrack. Each time that an evaluate context corresponds to a choice point, an 
instance of this sleeper is introduced in the corresponding context 

Now, let us focus our attention on the Forward mechanism, realized by the sleeper 
Continuation. Here follows the implementation of such a sleeper. 

scriptof Continuation is Up() 
{ 

if null(goal) a larm(Continuation); 
else evaluate(goal, env-goal); 

After any unification step, we introduce an instance of this sleeper Continuation in 
the current context (whether determirlistic or not) to remember the existence of other goals 
not yet proved. After the unification, evaluate is recursively called with two new 
arguments: the body of the unified rule (as the new goals to be proved), and tbe 
environment created by the unification. U we have reached a terminal node, then the 
condition n u 11 (go a 1) , at the beginning of tbe body of evaluate, is satisfied . This state 
provokes tbe sending of an alarm (Continuation) through the demonstration 
history. This alarm will be propagated up to a context containing the goals which we have 
not yet proved. This situation is depicted in the next figure. 

Let A, B, ... , Z be the 
goals with the rules: 
(I) A:- AI, ... ,An. 
(2) B:- Bl, ... ,Bm. 
AI. 
A2. 

An. 

When we initially call evaluate with A, B, ... , Z as goals, an instance of the sleeper 
Continuation, depicted by G is introduced in this block, with current goal CG A. After 
having completely demonstrated the body of the rule (1), we continue the proof, by 
revisiting the block with CG A in order to de tennine the next goals to be proved. This is 
done by awakening Continuation after the successful proof of the fact An. This action 
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leads to a call to evaluate witb B, C, ... , Z as the new goals to be proved. The unification 
of B succeeds with the bead of the rule (2). A new instance of the sleeper Continuation is 
introduced in the block with CG B. It will be alarmed after the successful proof of Bm. 

Backtracking management is very simple. The sleeper is associated with choice context. 
When backtracking occurs, it is enough to alarm this sleeper . In such a way the control 
comes back in the last choice point. The awakening of this sleeper provokes the resetting 
of the environment and the elimination of the (usefulness) contexts, as lbe corresponding 
code shows. 

scriptof Backtrack is Down{) 
{ 

reset_vars(trailed); /*trailed variab les are set to free* / 
goto RESTART; / *all the context from the top of the stack */ 

/* are disposed/* 

More accurat.ed details on the behavior of the above-mentioned sleepers can be found in 
[10]. To illustrate the policy of our interpreter in buil<ling the derivation tree, we show on 
the left side a syntbetical representation of the tree and on the right side the entities 
responsible of the proof activat ion. 

A 
AND NODES proof due to recursive caiJ A-D-G-H A :· Al.A2. 

to evaluate 
Al A2 

A :· Al. X ORNODES proof due to alarm E-B-C-1 
A :·A2. continuation 

~ ~ 
~ proof due to alarm L-F 

;\\ \ 11\ 
backtrack 

I E F G H I L 

D ~ J ~ ~ ~ I a 
Now let us face the problem of introducing a loop checking as embedded capability of 

the interpreter. To show how the sleepers enable to solve in an efficient and elegant way 
this problem, we prefere to adopt a progressive approach, by providing ftrstly the 
implementation of the Equality Check for Goals that are weakly sound loop checks. 

5 Equality Loop Checks For Goals (Eig!Evg) 
In tbis section we show the implementation choices undertaken to embed in the heart of 
our interpreter the management of EIG and EVG mechanisms. Let us stan by providing the 
new version of the interpreter whkh supports such mechanism. 
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evaluate(tobject *goal, tobject *env-goal) 
tobject *current-goal, *env-current-goal , ... , 
tst atus status; 
scriptof Backtrack is Down(} 
scriptof Continuation is Up() 

scriptof Trail is Save( ... ) 
scriptof LoopCheck is EqinGo( ... } 

if null(goal) alarm(Continuation) 
current-goal= The-current-goal(goal, env-goal) ; 
switch (type_goal(current-goal}) ( 

case built-in?: ... ; 
case prolog-r? : 

env-current-goal = The-env-current-goal(goal, env-goal); 
initialize(after-unif-env, trailed, .. . ); 
available-rules= set-rules(current-goal); 

RESTART: 
introduce Save during 
status=unify(available-rules, after- unif-env 

current-goal , env-current-goal, current-age); 
switch (type_unif(status)){ 

c ase fail : alarm{Backtrack); 
case Loop : alarm(LoopCheck, goal,env-goal); 
case choice- point : 

introduce Down, Save , Up, EqinGo during 
evaluate(body(status), after-unif-env); 

default : introduce Up , EqinGo during 
evaluate (body{status) ,after-unif-env) ; 

The implementation idea is very simple. The reader can note that only little modifications 
have been necessary to extend our interpreter to EIG treaunent. Essentially, the main 
change consisted in inserting an additional sleeper, named LoopCheck, designed to handle 
the loop check calls. The awakening of this sleeper occurs after a derivation step without 
success (the value Loop returned from the boolean function type_unif on the status of 
the last unification). As arguments of such alarm, we have the goal list (the parameter 
goal) and the related environment (the parameter env-goal). This command has the 
effect to awake the last instance of such sleeper, suspended in the history of the calculus. 
As the reader can remark, we introduce an instance of such sleeper in each context of 
evaluate, independently form the fact of being a deterministic or not context. Before 
focusing on the behavior of the sleeper LoopCheck we provide the code implementation 
of such sleeper 

I* Loop Check: Equality Instance •t 
scriptof LoopCheck is EqinGo (tobject *fgoal, *fenv) 

{ 

if PG_unify(fgoal,fenv , goal , env- goal) 
alarmTOS(Backtrack) /* EIGL found! *'/ 

else alarm(LoopCheck,fgoal , fenv)) 

This code implements the loop check mechanism of Equality Instance of Goal. At the 
activation of the script EqinGo two objects are compared: the last goal to prove (the 
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parameter fgoa 1) and the previous one, goal , now accessible in the current, old context 
.thanks to the sleeper Lo o pCh e c k. The analysis is performed in the corresponding 
environments and is carried out by the function PG_ un i fy. The behavior of such function 
is partially based on that of a classical unifier, extended to additional features in such a way 
to provide the substitution/rename "C that makes Gi equal to Gk, e.g. Gi "C = Gk. If this 
control succeeds, then we invoke the alarming of a backtracking, starting from the top of 
the run-time stack, and not from the current evaluate context (the special a larmTOS, used 
to alarming from the top of stack). In fact, the control returns to the first usable choice 
point, created before Gk. If the unification-like analysis of the two patterns of goal fails, 
then we continue to investigate in the past steps of the demonstration, by alarming still the 
sleeper LoopCheck. If all the evaluate contexts have been visited, then the activation of a 
last sleeper LoopCheck, associated to a default evaluate context, returns the control to the 
current context, whlch originated the search of a loop check. 

If we want to handle loop check mechanism for Equality Variant of Goal, then it is 
necessary to associate to the sleeper LoopCheck a different script, as shown in the 
foUowing code. 

/* Loop Check: Equality ·Variant w/ 
scriptof LoopCheck is EqVaGo (tobject *fgoal, *env-fgoal) 

( 

) ) 

if not PG_unify(fgoal,fenv,goal env-goal) 
alarm(LoopCheck,fgoal,fenv}} 

else if PG_unify+(!goal,fenv,goal env-goal) 
alarmTOS (Backtrack) /* EVG1 found! */ 
else alarm(LoopCheok,fgoal,fenv)) 

Firstly we verify if the test PG_unify fails. In fact, in this case we are sure that in this 
context the Equality Variant Status (EVS) does not occur and so, we can go down in other 
past proofs. If the test PG_unify ends with success, we analyze the two patterns of goals 
by means of the function PG_un i fy+, which is a f"mer version of the unific;:ation-based 
algorithm implemented by the PG_uni fy. 

6 Equality Loop Checks For Resultants (Eir/Evr) 

This section is dedicating in discussing the implementation for the management of 
EfRIEVR loop check mechanisms. As usual, we start by reporting the code of the 
evaluate: 
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evaluate(tobject *goal , tobj e ct •env-goal ) 
tobjec t •current-goal , *env-c urrent-go4l, 
tstatus s tatus; 

tobject •ootetal_k, •ootetal_i, •ootetal_iTau, •• • ; 
scriptof Ba cktrack is Down() 
scriptof Cont inuation is Qp() 
scripto f Trail is Save ( . . . ) 
•criptof LoopCheck 1• EqinR•C-) 

if null(goal) alarm(Continuati on); 
c urrent-goal = The-current-goal(goal, env-goal); 

OOtetal 1 • alara(PickOO); 
swi tch (type_goal(current-go a l)) 

case bui lt-in?: ... ; 
case prolog- r ? : 

env-current-goal = The-env- current-goa l(goal, env-goal); 
initialize(after- unif - env, t railed, . . . ); 
a vailable- rules= s e t - rules(curre nt - goal); 

RESTART: 

} } 

introduce Save during 
sta tus=uni fy(avai lable-rules, a fter-unifJenv 

c urrent - goal, env-current-g o al , current-age); 
switch (type_unif(status))( 

case fail : alarm(Ba cktra ck); 
case Loop: alarm (LoopCheck , g oal ,env-g oal ); 
c a se choice-point? : 

int roduce Down, Save, Op , EqinRe d uri ng 
evalua te(body(status), a fter-unif-env); 

default : intr oduce Op, Eq1nRe during 
evalua te(body(sta tus), a fter-unif-env); 

The main difference between the goal-based and resultant-based equality checks 
implementation is the conclition G09091 ••• 9~; = G09091 •• • 9j't to prove each time that a sleeper 
LoopCheck is awakened. Let us discuss what it means, from the standpoint of the 
implementation, the treaunent of the previous condition. Essentially, as tbe reader can 
note, the alanning of the sleeper happens as for the EIG/EVG cases. Let us provide the 
script details: 

/ * Loop Check : Equality I nstance • ; 
scriptof LoopCheck is EqinRe (tobject •!goal, *fenv) 

( 

tau= PG_unify(fgoal, fenv,goal , env-goal ) 
if not tau alarm( LoopChec k ,fgoal,fenv) 
else { 

GOtetal_k= alarm{ PickGO);GO t etal_iTau" AddTau(GOtetal_i ,ta u); 
i f Eq(GOtetal_k,GOtetal_iTau ) a larmTOS(Backtr ack) 
else alarm (Lo opChe ck ,fgoal , f env)) } 

The behaviour of the script is now more complex. The ftrst action consists in 
calculating the renaming/substitution (tbe parameter t au). If such value exists, then we 
continue the exam of the current context of evaluate, otherwise we can re-awake the otbc.r 
sleepers Lo opCheck. 
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If the analysis of the context goes on, then it is necessary to build two fundamental 
objects: Go9o91 ... 9k and G0909 1 ••• 9(t . The fl!St value is allowable clirectly inside the context 
created for the proof of G0 . In fact, only in this context (the one created for the top-level 
goal), we have inserted a special-purpose sleeper, named Pi ckGO, whose task is to return 
the value G09091 ••. e,. Here follows the description of this sleeper. 

scriptof Pic kGO i s giveGOinEnv () (return (Ins t ance(goal, e nv-goal))) 

Now we must compute the value G09091 ••• 9(t . This task is accomplished in two 
steps. Ftrstly we obtain the value G09091 ••• 91 (the parameter GOtetal_i). This value is 
computed at each demonstration step via the sleeper Pic kG 0 (see the code of the 
evalua te). The script Eqin Re updates this local resource on the basis of the value 
tau (the renaming/substitution) just computed upon tbe unification-based analysis 
between tbe last goal Gn and the current one Gi. Finally we compare the two objects 
GOtetal_k, and GOteta l _iTau; if they are equal we establish a loop check status 
and the corresponding search of a choice point can start, otherwise we continue to explore 
the past derivation steps by alarming tbe sleeper LoopCh eck. 

7 Optimization 

The proposed realizations are based on the naive principle to examine all the contexts 
in which there is the sleeper LoopCheck. Different important improvements must be 
adopted to enhance the implementation. One of the most important optimization regards 
the implementation of the triangular loop check, introduced in §2. The modifications to 
apply to the evaluate function are very simple, as shown in the next crunch of code: 

8 

... } 

case Loop: alarm( LoopCheck, goal,env-goal); 
case choice-point? : 

if integer (sqrt( l + a • curren t-age) ) then 
introduce Down, Save, Op, EqinRe durin g 

evalua t e(body (status), after- uni f -env) 
e lse 

introduce Down, Save, Op, during 
evalua t e (body(status ), after-uni f -env); 

d efault : 
if integer (sqrt( l + 8*current-age) ) t hen 

introduce Up, EqinRe during 
evaluate(body(status),afte r-unif- env) 

e l se 
int roduc e Op durin g 

evaluate(body (sta t us),after-unif-env) ; 

Conclusion And Future Work 

The exigency to access to old contexts, suspended in a computation flow represent a good 
reason to use sleepers. The realization presented in this paper are characterized by a high
level description and by a simplicity of the code. No brutal intervention is noted in our 
realization. The most difficult tasks, which consist in the handling of data disseminated in 
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past contexts of a Prolog proof, are easily solved by a specialized sleeper, LoopCbeck, 
designed to treat these particular situations. The implementation philosophy leads to a 
abstract strategy of incremental code production, which supports enhancements without 
considerable costs on the software. As future work, we are currently designing a Prolog 
compiler able to treat loop checks. Following an interesting trend for the Prolog compilers 
[12], we intend to compile into a high level language, in our case the C language enriched 
with the sleeper mechanism, rather than adopting the abstract machine technique. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we study different kinds of reductions of data types. By re
duction we mean applying the higher order function fold to a data structure. 
An appropriate f old function can be defined for any recursive dat.a type. These 
reductions have been presented as homomorphisms by several authors [2, 6]. 
Alt hough many useful functions on data structures can be programmed as in
stances of f old, there are some that cannot. This is due to the fact that they 
are not mat hematical homomorphisms. We show some_ examples of these func
tions. Then , we introduce two generalizations of fold (one for lists and the other 
{or binary trees) in terms of which many non homomorphic mappings can be 
defined. Some examples are presented. 

A second problem addressed in the paper is the relationship between the 
definilions of some particular reductions in different data types. We show that 
the definition of a particular reduction, e.g. to insert an element in a data 
structure, in terms of f old (either the generalized version or the usual one), 
looks t)le same for different data structures. In many cases, one can be obtained 
by t ransforming the ot.her. We define a hierarchy of data types according to 
the amount of "structural" information they possess. It is shown how some 
reductions of a data structure A witll more structural information than another 
one B can be obtained by composing the homomorphism from A to B that 
"forgets" structural information, with the homomorphism reducing B . 

Introduction 

There are two ideas that have been frequently stressed in transformational functionnl 
programming: the use of object-free functions [1] and the definition of a smaJI sol. 
of higher o rder functions (map, map2, foldr, filter, etc.) that can cope with a la rge 
number of situations (e.g. · the Bird- Merteens formalism {2]). Modern functiona l 
languages such as SML, Miranda, Haskell and Gofer [8, 7, 4, 5] are examples of this. 
The advantage of using these functions is twofold: in one hand, they encapsu late well 


